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Les Quatre Vents in Charlevoix County, Quebec, has been acclaimed as the most aesthetically satisfying and
horticulturally exciting landscape experience in North America. The garden seamlessly combines elements from the best
gardening traditions with the original and the unexpected into a splendid composition that is nevertheless perfectly
compatible with its natural surroundings. The Greater Perfection illustrates the delights, diversions, and surprises that
await a visitor to these extraordinary gardens. The book chronicles the family origins of Les Quatre Vents as well as the
story of its expansion during the last twenty-five years. Author Francis Cabot's account of the challenges of developing
and enlarging Les Quatre Vents reveals the fascinating process behind the creation of a world-class garden that has
become a mecca for horticultural enthusiasts from around the globe. Featuring photographs by five of today's leading
garden photographers, this is one of the most beautiful books on gardens to appear in years. 382 color photographs, 25
black-and-white photographs.
Derek Jarmans Garden is the last book Jarman ever wrote. It is a fitting memorial to a brilliant and greatly loved artist and
film maker who, against all odds, made a breathtaking garden in the most inhospitable of places the flat, bleak, often
desolate expanse of shingle overlooked by the Dungeness nuclear power station. Here is Jarmans own record of how the
garden evolved, from its earliest beginnings in 1986 to the last year of his life. More than 150 photographs by his friend
Howard Sooley capture the garden at all its different stages and at every season of the year, revealing its complex
geometrical plan, magical stone circles and the beautiful and bizarre scupltures. We also catch glimpses of Jarman at
work on the garden. This beautiful book will appeal to all those who love gardens and gardening, as well as the legions of
admirers of this extraordinary man.
#1 Amazon Best Seller — Welcome to the farm! The Cut Flower Garden: Erin Benzakein is a florist-farmer, leader in the
locaflor farm-to-centerpiece movement, and owner of internationally renowned Floret Flower Farm in Washington's lush
Skagit Valley. A stunning flower book: This beautiful guide to growing, harvesting, and arranging gorgeous blooms yearround provides readers with vital tools to nurture a stunning flower garden and use their blossoms to create showstopping arrangements. Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden: Cut Flower Garden is equal parts instruction and inspiration—a
book overflowing with lush photography of magnificent flowers and breathtaking arrangements organized by season. Find
inspiration in this lush flower book: Irresistible photos of Erin's flower farm that showcase exquisite blooms Tips for
growing in a variety of spaces and climates Step-by-step instructions for lavish garlands, airy centerpieces, and romantic
floral décor for every season If you liked Paris in Bloom, you'll love Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden.
Book 3 of The English Cottage Garden Mysteries
Geoff Hamilton, long time presenter of Gardener's World, creates two new gardens suitable for today's busy lifestyles
and limited finances, the low budget artisan's garden and the more elaborate gentleman's garden.
Explore English horticultural style in 28 classic gardens in the care of Britain’s National Trust. From the grandeur of Ham
House to the glory of Mottisfont Abbey, each one is a masterpiece of skillful planning and displays an astonishing array of
gardening ideas. “Delightful.”—Country Life.
Perfect English Cottage explores 18 inspirational homes that celebrate the best of cottage style in the English
countryside. The classic English country cottage is both an icon and an archetype. Dozing beneath a heavy thatch and
with roses round the door, it seems to epitomize all that is desirable about life in the countryside and to offer the perfect
antidote to the stress of the urban grind. Cottages come in all shapes, and there are as many ways of furnishing,
decorating, and organizing the space in them as there are people who inhabit them. Perfect English Cottage explores all
types of cottage, and the decorating and design solutions that ensure they are as attractive inside as out, as well as
practical and comfortable to live in. The defining feature of a cottage tends to be its proportions. Generally, the older a
cottage is, the lower its ceilings, and the smaller its rooms and windows are likely to be. Thus, maximizing space and light
is a recurring theme that links the very different interiors featured in this book. Perfect English Cottage is divided into
chapters according to style: Romance, Character, Holiday, Simplicity and Elegance. At the end of each chapter there is
an invaluable review picking up on ideas and inspiration from the featured homes. At the end of the book there is also a
comprehensive directory of sources to help you achieve the English Cottage look in your own home - wherever you may
live.
Adult Coloring Books Country Cottage Backyard Gardens 3 Includes FREE PDF and Color guide 45 grayscale coloring
pages, country cottages, English cottages, gardens, flowers, quaint country homes and more Pages are printed on one
side, size 8x11 in. Feel free to use any or all your favorite coloring tools, such as colored pencils, gel pens, brush-tip
markers, pastels and more. Includes FREE PDF Version with Color Guide As a bonus, you can download a PDF and
print your favorite pages to color again and again for endless fun. A full color version of each page (if available) is
included in the pdf for inspiration. Receive FREE Coloring Pages Download and print free coloring pages selected from
all Life Escapes Coloring Books.
This is a celebration of the beauties and possibilities of Heliotrope and Honeysuckle, Auricula, Snapdragon, Spanish Iris and Corydalis, and
all the other plants that enliven and exalt the gardens of England. Gertrude Jekyll gives good advice on how to make a garden a place of
repose and pleasure. Writing with enthusiasm on the colours and scents of flowers, on the frustrations (and delights) of weeding and on the
debasing influence of flower shows, she is practical, wise and entertaining in equal measure. Generations of inhabitants have helped shape
the English countryside - but it has profoundly shaped us too.It has provoked a huge variety of responses from artists, writers, musicians and
people who live and work on the land - as well as those who are travelling through it.English Journeys celebrates this long tradition with a
series of twenty books on all aspects of the countryside, from stargazey pie and country churches, to man's relationship with nature and
songs celebrating the patterns of the countryside (as well as ghosts and love-struck soldiers).
This New York Times bestselling book is filled with hundreds of fun, deceptively simple, budget-friendly ideas for sprucing up your home. With
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two home renovations under their (tool) belts and millions of hits per month on their blog YoungHouseLove.com, Sherry and John Petersik
are home-improvement enthusiasts primed to pass on a slew of projects, tricks, and techniques to do-it-yourselfers of all levels. Packed with
243 tips and ideas—both classic and unexpected—and more than 400 photographs and illustrations, this is a book that readers will return to
again and again for the creative projects and easy-to-follow instructions in the relatable voice the Petersiks are known for. Learn to trick out a
thrift-store mirror, spice up plain old roller shades, "hack" your Ikea table to create three distinct looks, and so much more.
In this e-book edition, Tomie dePaola retells his classic story against a charming musical score. Strega Nona—"Grandma Witch"—is the source
for potions, cures, magic, and comfort in her Calabrian town. Her magical ever-full pasta pot is especially intriguing to hungry Big Anthony.
Big Anthony is supposed to look after her house and tend her garden, but one day, when she goes over the mountain to visit Strega Amelia,
he recites the magic verse over the pasta pot, with disastrous results.
An intricate mix of beauty, utility, wildness, and domestication: that's the quintessential British garden. From its medieval beginnings as a yard
for livestock and vegetables, the cottage garden became a retreat for the gentry of the 17th century, and then took on a new dimension of
sophistication--though it never relinquished its original functional roots. Take a tour through rows of medicinal herbs, topiary, woodland,
meadow flowers, and even exotic species. A lovely and inspiring tribute to a classic form of planting.
"Should there be any doubt that Gertrude Jekyll was among the greatest practitioners of the art of gardening (there isn't, of course), a survey
of this book will quickly confirm her almost totemic status in twentieth-century ornamental horticulture."--Wayne Winterrowd, Horticulture, The
Magazine of American Gardening "[This book] is scholarly, well-written, and based on original research. The Gardens of Gertrude Jekyll is
the most innovative study of the patron saint of modern gardeners since Jane Brown's pioneering Gardens of a Golden Afternoon appeared
ten years ago. . . . [Bisgrove's] is the most detailed and comprehensive analysis ever made of Gertrude Jekyll's gardening."--Charles QuestRitson, Gardens Illustrated "The Gardens of Gertrude Jekyll serves as a living complement to her gardening ideas, indicating the scope and
variety her gardening vision could assume. Richard Bisgrove has mined extensive archives for Jekyll's most effective planning schemes, and
illustrates them with photographs of her existing gardens. He helpfully divides chapters by types of gardenincluding formal gardens, rose
gardens, wild gardens, steps and walks, and sun and shade."--Ann Geneva, Literary Review "Gertrude Jekyll is famous the world over as the
mother of the lush English garden. . . . The stage is set for an updated revival of the Jekyll cult. Her philosophical commitment to native plants
and gardens that incorporate existing heathland and woods makes her environmentally up to date."--Diana Ketcham, New York Times "The
most comprehensive study I have seen of the garden-making ideas of this astonishingly prolific lady . . . This is a book that can be read cover
to cover -- but one to which people will refer time and again over the years."--Arthur Hellyer, Financial Times "Richard Bisgrove must now be
firmly established as one of our most authoritative, painstaking yet easy-to-read garden historians . . . The writing is a happy combination of
scholarship and art . . . readers must be equally delighted with Andrew Lawson's magnificent photographs."--Graham Stuart Thomas, The
Garden
A romantic interpretation of French country style in a California cottage. With beautiful photography and a tale about a little forgotten house
that could, Courtney shares the story of her renovation of a 1940s cottage in the California countryside. An abandoned vacation house, set in
the center of rolling fields and trees becomes the cottage home of her dreams . . . a French country style cottage filled with original elements
and an exquisite mix of rustic and refined. The years of renovation allowed Courtney to create a lifestyle that is fueled by inspiration and
beauty, a touch of whimsy, and an abundance of everyday elegance. The journey has been shared on her popular blog French Country
Cottage, and now, through the publication of her first book, her readers will experience a reveal of more of her home and property and the
inspirations behind her beloved style. Courtney's inspiring photography reveals every nuance of her style and home including a muted color
palette, old brassy door knobs, chippy paint, antiques, her greenhouse and garden, and an abundance of entertaining and holiday decorating
style. Blurring the lines between indoor and outdoors and embracing well worn as well loved, French Country Cottage is a style that
celebrates simplicity, indulges in romance, cherishes pieces with history and believes a chandelier and fresh flowers belong in every room. A
freelance photographer and author of the blog French Country Cottage, Courtney also works as an editor, brand ambassador and designer.
She has a floral collection with Balsam Hill and with several licensed collections launching in 2018 and 2019, Courtney's product lines will join
her long list of creative accomplishments. Her photography and home has been featured in magazines in the US and Europe including
several cover shots. Courtney is a mother of three and lives in her vintage cottage in the California countryside with her husband and adopted
dog Sweet Pea; you can often find her with camera in hand capturing a whimsical moment.
Poppy never imagined she'd move to the English countryside and fall in love with a smug, demanding, ginger-haired male. Of course, that
was before she discovered that she'd inherited a cottage garden nursery, and before she met a certain talkative orange cat named Oren.
Now she's embracing a new life filled with rambling roses, scented herbs, warm summer days... and weeds (lots of weeds), as she attempts
to restore the neglected cottage garden to its former glory. When she lands her first gardening job at a beautiful country house, Poppy is
delighted to earn some much-needed money. But she barely sets foot in the flowerbed before the meddling neighbour drops dead in front of
her-murdered by a lethal poison. Before she knows it, Poppy is busy weeding out suspects, helped by mad scientist Bertie and his feisty
terrier, Einstein, plus a whole host of nosy villagers... not to mention maverick crime author Nick Forrest. But with her clients' flowerbed
mysteriously dying and red herrings at every turn, Poppy soon discovers that neither gardening nor sleuthing are as simple as she thinks...
How to Live Your Best Gardening Life David Culp has spent more than 30 years creating Brandywine Cottage—a sensational year-round
garden that provides an abundance of joy, both indoors and out. In his new book, he urges home gardeners everywhere to do the same in
their own space. Organized by the garden’s six natural season, A Year at Brandywine Cottage is packed with fresh ideas and trusted advice,
whether it’s choosing plants for twelve months of interest, weaving edibles into the mix, or bringing the bounty indoors with simple
arrangements and homegrown recipes. Packed with glorious images and practical tips, A Year at Brandywine Cottage will inspire you to live
a life enriched by nature every day of the year.
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During the Gilded Age, Jekyll Island, Georgia, was one of the most exclusive resort destinations in the United States.
Owned by the most elite and inaccessible social club in America, a group whose members included Rockefellers,
Pulitzers, Vanderbilts, Goulds, and Morgans, this quiet refuge in the Golden Isles was the perfect winter getaway for the
wealthy new industrial class of the snowbound North. In this delightful book, a companion volume to The Jekyll Island
Club: Southern Haven for America's Millionaires, June Hall McCash focuses on the social club's members and the
"cottages" they built near the clubhouse between 1888 and 1928. Illustrated with hundreds of never-before-published
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photographs from private family collections, The Jekyll Island Cottage Colony tells the stories of each home, the owners'
connections with the island, and their interactions with one another. While quite grand by today's standards, these homes
were relatively simple in design, built to enhance rather than subdue the island's wild beauty. The cottages of Jekyll's
"Millionaire's Row" were not nearly as lavish as their Newport counterparts, but typified Victorian resort architecture from
New England to Florida, ranging from Queen Anne to shingle to Spanish and Mediterranean styles. After the Jekyll Island
Club disbanded following World War II, the state of Georgia acquired the island to ensure its conservation. Once
threatened by years of neglect and disrepair, the elegant clubhouse has been converted to a hotel, and many of the
gracious cottages have been restored to their original condition. The Jekyll Island Cottage Colony is a fascinating guide
to a unique treasure of architectural history, as well as a personal look at golden days gone by.
This is the definitive and most authoritative book ever published on the glories of English gardening--historically and
horticulturally, a tour de force. An unprecedented in-depth look at the English garden by one of Britain's foremost garden
writers and authorities, this book showcases the enduring appeal of the English garden whose verdant lawns and borders
of colorful plants are the inspiration for garden lovers worldwide. Kathryn Bradley-Hole--the longtime garden columnist for
Country Life--takes a fresh look at more than seventy gardens from across England and distills the essence of what
makes the English garden style so sought after. Seasonal photographs capture the gardens--some grand, some
personal, some celebrated, some rarely photographed--at their finest moments, accompanied by sparkling, insightful text.
Featuring photographs from the unparalleled archives of Country Life, the full story of the English garden is here, from
medieval monastery gardens to the Victorians and the Arts and Crafts movement to the twenty-first century. Designs by
many of the horticultural world's greats are amply featured, including Gertrude Jekyll, Capability Brown, Piet Oudolf, and
Arne Maynard, as well as gardens famous the world over--Sissinghurst, Hidcote, and Great Dixter--alongside new and
less-well-known ones, many open to the public.
Shows and describes the author's favorite English gardens during each of the four seasons
Hidcote, an internationally revered English garden, was created in the Cotswolds by Major Lawrence Johnston, a Henry
James American whose circle of friends included Edith Wharton and Bernard Berenson. The most influential English
garden of the twentieth century, Hidcote is recognized as the model for most English-style gardens and was recently
restored. First published in 1989, the book was the first biography of Johnston; for this revised and enlarged edition
Clarke, garden editor at Traditional Home magazine, and the author of 15 books on landscape history and gardening,
has collected much new, original material that illuminates the creation of the garden and presents Johnston's life in the
context of the period that set the seal on England's preeminence in garden design and plantsmanship. In addition to
seasonal lists of plants closely associated with Hidcote, the book also features new information about Johnston's other
major work, Serre de la Madonne in the south of France, now a French national monument.
A colourful variety of stylistic elements and harmonious landscaping make the cottage garden a vibrant form of English
garden culture. Containing a book and 4 CDs and accompanied by contemplative, classic music, this collection of garden
photography invites the viewer to linger in the romantic world of England's cottage gardens.
City girl Poppy desperately wants to pay off her debts, quit her dead-end job, find her father... oh, and keep a plant alive.
Poppy might not know her pansies from her petunias, but that doesn't stop her digging for clues. The only problem is that
she could be digging her own grave too...
“An inspirational book, with encouraging words and down-to-earth advice for achieving a year-round beautiful garden.”
—Michael Marriott, chief rosarian at David Austin Roses In this practical and inspirational guide, Greg Loades presents a
new style of planting: a fusion between classic cottage style and the new perennial movement. Using real gardens as
examples, The Modern Cottage Garden teaches gardeners how to combine the best of both styles—big, colorful blooms
and striking grasses and native plants—into one beautiful space that requires little maintenance and has a long season of
interest. Fresh planting ideas for containers, small gardens, and diverse climates present an exciting style that can shine
anywhere.
An English cottage to die for . . It’s spring in England, and location scout Kate Sharp has returned to the quaint village of Nether Woodsmoor
with its lush gardens, budding hedgerows, and mellow stone cottages to work on a Jane Austen television documentary. The unique
opportunity also gives her the chance to explore a possible romance with Alex, the deliciously rumpled local scout. Rumors of recently
discovered Jane Austen letters stir up the production, but then an unidentified young woman dies in a fire in a village cottage, and the police
investigation narrows to focus on the documentary crew. Desperate to keep her job and help a friend under suspicion, Kate delves into the
search for the identity of the woman. Who was she? What was her connection to the seemingly sleepy village? And who in the village is
lying? Delve into this traditional British mystery from USA Today bestselling author Sara Rosett and escape to an English village. MURDER
ON LOCATION SERIES: Book One - Death in the English Countryside Book Two - Death in an English Cottage Book Three - Death in a
Stately Home Book Four - Death in an Elegant City Book Five - Menace at the Christmas Market (Novella) Book Six - Death in an English
Garden Book Seven - Death at an English Wedding Have you read Sara Rosett’s other mystery series? If you like historical mysteries with
lady detectives, check out the HIGH SOCIETY LADY DETECTIVE mystery series. The complete book list can be found at:
sararosett.com/high-society-lady-detective-mystery-series/ If you like travel with your mystery, check out the ON THE RUN INTERNATIONAL
MYSTERIES. The complete book list can be found at: http://sararosett.com/on-the-run-mystery-series/
Presents a guide for creating a cottage garden, covering such basic topics as flowers, trees, scrubs, the seasons, and garden design for
small spaces, along with a discussion of suitable cottage garden plants.
Synopsis coming soon.......
A collection of the most fascinating and picturesque cottages from the National Trust. We all dream of escaping to a hideaway in the country
a green and pleasant idyll of country lanes with hawthorn hedges, a garden filled with hollyhocks and rosebushes, a cosy, flagstoned interior
with a fire burning in the hearth A Cottage in the Country presents a glorious collection of the most fascinating and picturesque small
dwellings from the National Trust. From rustic workers' cottages to the inspirational homes of Thomas Hardy and Virginia Woolf, from the
prettiest thatches to solid stone follies, this inspiring book celebrates the very best of cottage life. Unlock your escapist fantasies with A
Cottage in the Country, a visual delight showcasing 38 gorgeous cottages inside and out, along with the fascinating stories of their history and
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the lives of the people who have called them home.
Book 1 of the English Cottage Garden Mysteries
There is a distinct hint of Armageddon in the air. According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch (recorded,
thankfully, in 1655, before she blew up her entire village and all its inhabitants, who had gathered to watch her burn), the world will end on a
Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact. So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, the Four Bikers of the Apocalypse are revving up their mighty
hogs and hitting the road, and the world's last two remaining witch-finders are getting ready to fight the good fight, armed with awkwardly
antiquated instructions and stick pins. Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring. . . . Right. Everything appears to be going
according to Divine Plan. Except that a somewhat fussy angel and a fast-living demon -- each of whom has lived among Earth's mortals for
many millennia and has grown rather fond of the lifestyle -- are not particularly looking forward to the coming Rapture. If Crowley and
Aziraphale are going to stop it from happening, they've got to find and kill the Antichrist (which is a shame, as he's a really nice kid). There's
just one glitch: someone seems to have misplaced him. . . . First published in 1990, Neil Gaiman and Terry Pratchett's brilliantly dark and
screamingly funny take on humankind's final judgment is back -- and just in time -- in a new hardcover edition (which includes an introduction
by the authors, comments by each about the other, and answers to some still-burning questions about their wildly popular collaborative effort)
that the devout and the damned alike will surely cherish until the end of all things.
If the traditional thatched-roofed, picturesque English country cottage has piqued your curiosity about their interiors, step inside and see.
Their imaginative owners have found many delightful ways to retain old-fashioned charm while not sacrificing modern comfort. A Devon home
still has a log-burning stove. The washhouse of an Oakhurst cottage allows a glimpse of another century. The fruits of a countrywide search,
these cottages show both those quirky imperfections and beguiling architectural details that reveal poignant reminders of past generations.
Country Cottage Backyard Gardens 4 Includes FREE PDF version and Color Guide Life Escapes Adult Coloring Books 48 grayscale coloring
pages of country and English cottages with flower gardens and more Create realistic cottages, country homes, flowers, gardens and
backyard living areas with grayscale coloring pages. Color right over the shades of gray. This technique produces natural depth and shading
for a realistic result. Tips on how to color grayscale is included inside the book. The free pdf includes a color image of each page to serve as
a guide for detail and color. Details for obtaining your free pdf with color guide is in the book. Pages are printed on one side, size 8.5x11 in.
Feel free to use any or all your favorite coloring tools, such as colored pencils, gel pens, brush-tip markers, chalk, pastels and more.

A celebration of a beloved and uniquely British garden style. The cottage garden's abundant, informal style is rooted in Victorian
dreams of a perfect country life. But it has found new expressions from the Arts & Crafts movement to the present day. This book
showcases a selection of National Trust cottage gardens, famous and obscure, including writer Thomas Hardy s cottage in Dorset;
the flower-filled cottage garden created at Sissinghurst, Kent, by Vita Sackville-West and harold Nicolson; the Tudor manor
Cothele in Cornwall, Beatrix Potter's Cumbrian home, Hill Top, and the picturesque Alfriston Clergy House in East Sussex.
Cottage Gardens also features some of the most famous non-National Trust examples from around the country, including
Kelmscott Manor, Dove Cottage and Eastgrove Cottage Garden. With practical advice on creating your own cottage garden,
including key plants and techniques, this is a wonderful companion for all garden enthusiasts.
Filled with sumptuous color photographs and exquisite botanical illustrations, here is a rich visual presentation of a well-loved
gardening style. But, it is also a practical guide for those who wish to create a cottage garden tailored to their specific climates and
horticultural passions.
The cottage garden's abundant, informal style is rooted in Victorian dreams of a perfect country life, but has found new
expressions from the Arts and Crafts movement to the present day. This book showcases many cottage gardens both famous and
obscure, including writer Thomas Hardy's cottage in Dorset; the flower-filled cottage garden created at Sissinghurst, Kent, by Vita
Sackville-West and Harold Nicolson; Beatrix Potter's Cumbrian home, Hill Top, and the picturesque Alfriston Clergy House in East
Sussex. Practical advice on creating your own cottage garden is also offered, including key plants and techniques. With climbing
roses, bright hollyhocks, pathways edged with honeysuckle, blossom-filled orchards, and wildflower meadows, this is the perfect
book to capture the idyllic British country garden and a wonderful companion for all cottage-garden enthusiasts.
The English Cottage GardenWeidenfeld & Nicolson
Thanks to the extraordinary color photos and gardening wisdom in this book, the elegant intimacy of the English cottage garden is
a practical possibility for amateur gardeners in diverse regions of the United States.
Entertaining starts with setting a fabulous table. In Courtney Allison’s signature French Country Cottage style, she showcases a
myriad of romantic table settings for every occasion. Courtney provides the styling expertise to host your own French Country
Cottage–inspired gathering, whether in the backyard, at the beach, under an old oak tree, or in a country barn. A simple picnic;
coffee by the lake; a cheese board for friends outdoors; a bistro table for two; a long table for a formal meal—each setting exhibiting
Allison’s dreamy style for you to emulate. The pièce de résistance in every venue, any setting, is the gorgeous arrangements of
seasonal flowers; Courtney’s bouquets will take your breath away from spring to fall, for outdoors and inside. Courtney Allison is
the author of the blog FrenchCountryCottage.net. She has a floral line with Balsam Hill and also works as a freelance
photographer and stylist for magazines and brands.
Autumn has arrived, with crisp, cold mornings, dew on the grass and hedgerows full of blackberries... When budding garden sleuth
Poppy is invited to a party in a beautiful orangery, the last thing she expects is to witness a lethal wasp attack! As authorities
investigate the possibility of murder, Poppy is horrified when local handyman Joe Fabbri, her friend and mentor, becomes the main
suspect. Determined to prove Joe's innocence, Poppy sets out to solve the case - with help from her "mad scientist" neighbour, his
new robotic invention, and a particularly stinky mushroom! Meanwhile, Poppy is also learning that gardening isn't just sunshine
and roses. As she grapples with wind, rain, and unpleasant autumn chores, she wonders if she's bitten off more than she can
chew. With limited horticultural experience and a long winter ahead, can she really make a success of the cottage garden nursery
that she's inherited? As Oren, the talkative ginger cat, lends a paw, and crime author Nick Forrest helps her dig for clues, Poppy
makes a startling discovery: could there be a link between the murder victim and her long-lost father? Would solving this case also
give her answers to the biggest mystery from her past?
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